What is the relationship of populist and nationalist ideologies? What are the main challenges of migration? What explains the re-emergence of nationalism in a globalized world? How should democracies accommodate ethnic and religious diversity? How are citizenship policies used as means of migration control and nation-building? What is the role of diasporas in contemporary nationalisms? What are the broader implications of heightened ethnic and racial sensitivity in democracies?
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WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF POPULISM AND NATIONALISM?
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Sample positions

* ANALYST * ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR * GRANT COORDINATOR * JOURNALIST * PRINCIPAL STATE COUNCILOR * PROGRAM OFFICER * REGIONAL COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER * RESEARCHER * SOCIAL IMPACT INVESTMENT ADVISOR *

Skills our students gain

Transferable skills · Critical thinking · Analytical thinking · Research skills (research design, data collection, analysis) · Research methods · Writing skills (analytical, critical, summary writing) · Abstract reasoning

Professional skills · Ability to merge concepts, theories and methodologies of different disciplines relevant to nationalism studies and to effectively apply them
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